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Introduction to the Update on the Type-64 CSA Note Survey

FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS I HAVE BEEN KEEPING TRACK OF
the serial numbers on Criswell Type-64 Confederate States of America notes
[1,2,3,4,5,6].   In this article, as of November 18, 2012, I report on serial
number information from 1847 examples of this issue.  In earlier articles in

Paper Money [2,3] I reported on observations from 1641 (July 16, 2011) and 976
notes (as of September 15, 2007); in addition I reported earlier data that contained
the first 604 observations (as of December 23, 2005) [4].  The serials have ranged
between 3 and 38386.  I remain convinced that serial 38386 is near to or might just
be the very last note issued from this type.   This assertion remains the focus of this
brief update. 

A Statistical Look at the Type-64 CSA Note

The previous article had detailed graphs of the data, these will not be repro-
duced here as this was meant as a briefer look at the survey.  Rather I will summarize
the data in the following table. 

Table 1: Number and Rate of Type 64 Notes Surveyed

Date Notes Seen by Date  Change Change/day

November 18, 2012 1847 206 0.419
July 16, 2011 1641 665 0.475
September 15, 2007 976 372 0.589
December 23, 2005 604

The average serial separations for the current 1847 and the previous 1641
note cases are 20.8 and 23.4 as we continue to add precision to the data.  A measure
of the amount we could expect the average to vary is known as the standard deviation
and is 23.9 currently and was 26.1 for the last set of results.  This means that about
2/3 of the separations will fall within 23.9 of the average separation of 20.8.  Very
few fall 2 or 3 standard deviations from the mean; for example a mere 32 pairs of
notes are separated by more than 100 serials and only 2 pairs surpass 150 serials.
This means that it is almost a sure thing that the final serial seen, 38386, will not be
more than 40 or so off from the true end serial.  As more numbers are observed we
will get surer of this. 

Next we come to the relative frequency of the notes.  This is defined by the
number observed divided by the total number printed, including the four serial let-
ters (A,B,C, and D). Three versions of the notes were identified by Criswell: Type
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489, 489A, and 489B [7].  These were supposed to be regions of dark, light, and dark
red printings but it is not precise. The frequency and other data are shown in the fol-
lowing chart and bar graph:

Table 2: Number and Frequency of Type-64 Notes Seen

Serial 11/18/12- 
Range Printed  Type   # Seen Frequency            07/16/11
1-6000 24000 489A 279 0.01162 34
6001-33000 108000 489 1253 0.01160 137
33001-38386 21544* 489B 315 0.01462 35

Total 153544* 1847 0.01203 206

*In the Table I assumed the Type 489B notes ceased production with the last serial
observed, 38386.

We see in the above table Type 489B have survived with the most frequency
(22% more than the other types) whereas Types 489 and 489A are observed with the
virtually the same relative frequency.

Raphael Thian gives two related pieces of information in his book, Register of
the Confederate Debt [8].  First, the serial number with the last recorded signature com-
bination for the Type-64 notes is 32900.  Second, the last observed serial number by
Thian was 37607 and he indicates his data are incomplete although he had access to
thousands of Confederate notes.  Once again, from this it is reasonable to suppose that
my observed last serial of 38386 is near or perhaps at the end of the issued notes.  

Another bit of information may be gleaned from the 1847, 1641 and 976
observed serials from the last three survey sampling dates.  I looked at the last six
groups of one thousand serials (this constitutes the entire range of Criswell 489B notes;
these often come with the marvelous dark red ink) and counted how many notes there
were in each group of a thousand serials.  I observed the following: 
Table 3: Numbers of Type 489-B Notes Observed

Group of
Thousand Serials 976 Note Set 1641 Note Set 1848 Note Set
33001-34000 30 47 53
34001-35001 32 64 69
35001-36000 34 56 62
36001-37000 39 49 61
37001-38000 35 49 53
38001-last note (38386) 13 15 17

Is this the last CSA note issued? Note the serial number 38386.
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For the current data set Criswell 489B notes (with the range of serial num-
bers 33001 to 38000) there is on average 60 observed notes per 1000 serials with
only a small variation, 53 to 69, in the numbers observed.  The sudden drop to 17
serials above 38000 is a clear indication that the serials stopped abruptly.
Extrapolating the rate of observed notes of  60 per 1000 to the range above 38000
and using the fact that 17 notes have been observed above 38000 leads to a predict-
ed end of the serial range to be 38000 + (17/60)*1000 or 38283.   This is fairly close
to 38386 indicating that 38386 is close to the end.  The last three surveys predict
the final serial numbers of:

Table 4: Predicted Last serial Numbers Based on the Trend of Type 489-B Notes.

976 Note Set 1641 Note Set 1848 Note Set   
Predicted Last Serial                       38442                 38283                    38283

Conclusions

I conclude with ever more confidence than I had in the last articles in
Paper Money [1,2]  that the illustrated note with serial 38386 must be very near the
end of the run for the Type-64 notes.   It is surely the case that the note featured in
this article is from near the end of the war and, to my knowledge has the highest
known serial number for a Type-64 $500 note.  If another note was found above
38386 a reasonable estimate of its value would be within one standard deviation of
the mean change. This yields a range of serials from 38386 to 38410.     

I continue my study. Since the last article I’ve made 1848-1641 = 207
observations in about 16 months or from Table 1 about 0.419 notes a day.  Before
that from September 2007 to July 2011 there were 1641-976 = 665 observations in
a period of about 45 months or about 0.475 observations a day.  Similarly, in the 21
month prior to September 2007 I saw 976-604 = 372 new serials or just about 0.589
per day.   Thus the trend is slowly downward and I’m seeing more and more dupli-
cates as well. For example in the last 38 observations on eBay 22 of the notes were
previously seen. This tells me that the rate of new observations likely will continue
to slow.  Of course, there are many T-64s in collections, institutions, and especially
the Smithsonian with its world’s largest repository of Confederate Currency which
inherited notes from the Rebel Archives [9]. Thus, it is quite likely that there are
several thousand surviving T-64 notes out there.  

If readers have additional serial number and letter reports I would be
pleased to receive them at sfeller@coe.edu.  Each article does generate several new
observations.
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